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Global warming 

The earth has a thin atmosphere that is like a transparent blanket that keeps us 

warm. In a process called the greenhouse  effect high energy radiation from the solar 

system is trapped by gases such as carbon dioxide. This heat energy keeps Earth 

temperatures too high to support life. 

Carbon fossil fuels such as coal are burnt to produce energy. This process produces 

large amounts of carbon dioxide that goes into the atmosphere. 

More carbon dioxide means a larger greenhouse effect so the Earth´s overall 

temperature is increasing. This could cause rising sea levels, unpredictable weather in 

the form of flooding or drought, hurricanes and large loss of life. 

The solution would be changing the way we produce energy and produce less carbon 

dioxide. 

 

The ozone hole 

Scientists discovered that the ozone layer in the atmosphere over the Antarctic was 

missing. In other populated places such as Australia it was very thin. The ozone layer, 

about 30 km above the Earth´s surface, absorbs dangerous ultra violet (UV) radiation. 

We release ozone damaging chemicals in industrial and domestic activities. Some of 

them destroy the ozone molecule and UV reaches the Earth´s surface. 

UV causes damage to the DNA of cells and various cancers can result especially after 

sunbathing. Sheep at high altitude in the Andes are often blinded by UV. 

The solution would be banning the use of dangerous chemicals in aerosols, 

refrigerators and car air conditioning. 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

VOCABULARY 

thin tenký 

transparent blanket průhledný povlak, vrstva 

trap zachytit, polapit 

support podpořit 

carbon fossil fuels fosilní paliva 

increase vzrůst, stoupat 

flood povodeň 

drought sucho 

unpredictable weather nepředvídatelné počasí 

solution řešení 

discover objevit 

surface povrch 

altitude výška 

reach dosáhnout 

blind slepý 

ban zakázat 
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